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Indraprastha
Children’s
Clinic

Dr. Rakesh Sachdeva
MBBS, D.C.H.
Pediatrician & Neonatologist

Indraprashtha
Children’s Clinic
DDA Market No. 1,
I.P. Extension,
Delhi-110092
Tel: 22515052,
       22053643

Residence:
323, Jagriti Enclave,
Vikas Marg Extension, Delhi-110092
Tel: 52427232
E-mail: drrakeshsachdeva@yahoo.co.in

Priyasha
Ortho
Centre
Dr. Prajapat R. K.
MBBS, D.N.B. (Ortho)

Clinic: Priyasha Ortho Centre
L-23 A, Dilshad Garden, Delhi-110095
Tel: 22113070
Timings: 6pm-9pm (Mon-Sat) & 10am-12pm (Sunday)

X-ray Facility

9am to 9pm

Special Consultancy Available at Kalakriti-Madhu Vihar
I.P. Extension, Delhi, on Tue & Sat (1.30pm to 2.30pm)

with prior appointment only.

Prize winning entries

Dr. Sachdeva’s
Children’s Clinic:

19-B, Chander Nagar,
Near Bus Stop,
Krishna Nagar,

Delhi-110051

Mobile: 9899666633

Mobile: 9811111868

My First Day In School
I got out of my car, scared, full of thoughts that frightened me. I was
wondering how would it be with new people, new company,
moreover “Teachers”. As I entered the building, my fear grew, the
funniest of all, I saw a few kids crying and even I started crying.
Soon I met my teacher who was very kind and humble She kindly
told me to come into the class and introduced me to many other
children present there. Soon I started mixing up with most of them,
they were so friendly that a few of them are still my friends even
after reaching class X. We were small kids, immature and unaware
of the surroundings. All of a sudden everybody started whispering,
“Keep quite”. I felt like questioning them about it, but I kept quite.
We waited and then all of  a sudden appeared a tall, thin lady with
spectacles reaching her nose, she ‘looked’ strict but was equally
humble and caring, she was our principal she told us many things
about the school including the places where we were not supposed
to go as small children. My friends helped me with my homework
and many other things. We went for badminton and singing classes
together and we still do.

Ayesha Khan
Age : 15 years
Class: X
Add: A-704, Priyadarshani
Appts. I.P. Extn.,
Delhi-92

Congratulation to all winners of (Creative Writing) of Kalakriti’s on the Spot Creative Competition 2005. Organised by
Kalakriti Foundation, held on Saturday, 26th November was a grand success. The competition was followed by cultural
programmes by the multi-talented students of Kalakriti School of Art And Culture (KSAC).

(Due to limited space we are unable to publish the work of all the winners).

(Paragraph writing)
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Ruchika Jha
Age: 10 years, Class: V
Add: 130/4, Ghazipur, Delhi-96
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All types of Designers Hand Painted Gift Items

Bed Covers
Kurtas/Kurtis

Wall Mat
Sarees

Please Contact:
Ashis Dhar-Creative Artist & Graphic Designer
Call: 9350538128

J & K 20, Laxmi Nagar, Delhi-110092
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Courses Offered:
 (Hobby and Professional)

Visual Art: Fine Art,
Commercial Art,
Computer Graphics,
Textile,
Clay Modelling,
Papier-Mâché,
Pottery,
Ceramic,
Art & Craft,
Screen Printing and more.

Performing Art: Indian Classical/
Light Vocal Music,
Indian Classical Dances,
Bollywood Dances,
Instrumental Music,
Theatre.

Kalakriti School of Art & Culture (KSAC)

A-94, Street No. 6, Madhu Vihar Market, I.P. Extension, Delhi-110092

Tel: 55276999 Cell: 9810241130
Visiting Hours: 9am to 12pm and 4pm to 6pm (Mon - Sat)

An Institute Managed by Kalakriti Foundation (Regd.)

Open on

All SUNDAYS

9.30am

to12.30pm

Regd. Off: 130, Chitra Vihar, Near PSK, Vikas Marg, Delhi-110092 Tel: 42441175
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Economical
courses are also

available for
housewives/

working women
with flexible

 time scheme.

Starting Fresh

Batches of

Kathak, Theatre

and Bollywood

Dances.



Editorial

Scribbling – An Expression

Art should be more than an arrangement or composition, effect of colours

or skills in design. Art is an intimate expression of a child’s vision and

perception of the world, as he comprehends it. It is an intimate response

to the environment he lives in. Seemingly meaningless drawings by a

child always have a story to tell. If these are analysied a lot can be

known about the thoughts and the personality of the child. Anyone who

ever watched a child scribbling on the wall or scratching on the floor

with colour or a stick can understand the instinctiveness with which

children express themselves. This instinctiveness should be understood

and pushed further so that they learn not only to make beautiful picture

or work of art but also exercise their imagination and develop in them an

aesthetic sensitivity to understand the world around them better.

Prashanto K. Sarkar@kalakritifoundation.com
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nown as Netaji (leader), Mr. Bose was a fierce
and popular leader in the political scene in pre-independence
India. He was the president of the Indian National Congress
in 1937 and 1939, and founded a nationalist force called the
Indian National Army. He was acclaimed as a semigod, akin to
the many mythological heroes like Rama or Krishna, and
continues as a legend in Indian mind.

Subhas Chandra was born on January 23rd 1897 in Cuttack (in
present day Orissa) as the ninth child among fourteen, of
Janakinath Bose, an advocate, and Prabhavatidevi, a pious
and God-fearing lady. A brilliant student, he topped the
matriculation examination of Calcutta province and passed his
B.A. in Philosophy from the Presidency College in Calcutta.
His parents’ wishes kept him away from the Indian freedom
struggle and led him into studies for the Indian Civil Service in
England.  Although he finished those examinations also at the
top of his class (4th), he could not complete his aprecentship
and returned to India, being deeply disturbed by the
Jallianwalla Bagh massacre.  He came under the influence of
Mahatma Gandhi and joined the Indian National Congress
(a.k.a. Congress). Gandhiji directed him to work with
Deshbandhu Chittaranjan Das, the Bengali leader whom Bose
acknowledged as his political guru.

The Influence of Bose
Bose advocated complete freedom for India at the earliest,
whereas the Congress Committee wanted it in phases, through
a Dominion status. Other younger leaders including Jawaharlal
Nehru supported Bose and finally at the historic Lahore
Congress convention, the Congress had to adopt Poorna
Swaraj (complete freedom) as its motto. Bhagat Singh’s
martyrdom and the inability of the Congress leaders to save
his life infuriated Bose and he started a movement opposing
the Gandhi-Irvin Peace Pact. He was imprisoned and expelled
from India. But defying the ban, he came back to India and was
imprisoned again!

Clouds of World War II were gathering fast and Bose warned
the Indian people and the British against dragging India into
the war and the material losses she could incur. He was elected
president of the Indian National Congress twice in 1937 and in
1939, the second time defeating Gandhiji’s nominee. He
brought a resolution to give the British six months to
hand India over to the Indians, failing which there would be a
revolt. There was much opposition to his rigid stand, and he
resigned from the post of president and formed a progressive
group known as the Forward Block (1939).

Subhas Chandra Bose now started a mass movement against
utilizing Indian resources and men for the Great War. There
was a tremendous response to his call and the British promptly
imprisoned him. He took to a hunger strike, and after his health
deteriorated on the 11th day of fasting, he was freed and was
placed under house arrest. The British were afraid of violent
reactions in India, should something happen to Bose in prison.

The Mystery Begins...
Bose suddenly disappeared in the beginning of 1941 and it
was not until many days that authorities realized Bose was not
inside the house they were guarding! He traveled by foot, car
and train and resurfaced in Kabul (now in Afghanistan), only

While the Gandhi /Nehru faction of Congress has
freedom struggle, it is important to remember

that  movement of the masses and there were a
number and great visionary ideas who sacrificed
their Subhas Chandra Bose is one of them born
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to disappear once again.  In November 1941, his broadcast
from German radio sent shock waves among the British and
electrified the Indian masses who realized that their leader was
working on a master plan to free their motherland. It also gave
fresh confidence to the revolutionaries in India who were
challenging the British in many ways.

The Axis powers (mainly Germany) assured Bose military and
other help to fight the British. Bose had struck alliance with
Germany and Japan. He rightly felt that his presence in the
East would help his countrymen in freedom struggle and second
phase of his saga began. A most hazardous journey was
undertaken by him under water, covering thousands of miles, 
crossing enemy territories. He was in the Atlantic, the Middle
East, Madagascar and the Indian ocean. Battles were being
fought over land, in the air and there were mines in the sea. At
one stage he traveled 400 miles in a rubber dinghy to reach a
Japanese submarine, which took him to Tokyo. He was warmly
received  in Japan and was declared the head of the Indian
army, which consisted of  about 40,000 soldiers from Singapore
and other eastern regions. Bose called it the Indian National
Army (INA) and a government by the name “Azad Hind
Government”  was declared on the 21st of October 1943. INA
freed the Andaman and Nicobar islands from the British, and
were renamed as Swaraj and Shaheed islands. The Government
started functioning.

Leader of Masses and the Military Bose in INA Uniform 1943
Early Success and Tragic End

Bose wanted to free India from the Eastern front. INA marched
through Burma and occupied Coxtown on the Indian Border.
A touching scene ensued when the solders entered their ‘free’
motherland. Some lay down and kissed, some placed pieces
of  mother earth on their heads, others wept. They were now
inside of India and were determined to drive out the British!
Delhi Chalo (Let’s march to Delhi) was the war cry.

The bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki changed the history
of mankind. Japan had to surrender. Bose was in Singapore at
that time and decided to go to Tokyo for his next course of
action. Unfortunately, the plane he boarded crashed near Taipei
and he died in the hospital of severe burns. He was just 48.

The Indian people were so much enamored of Bose’s oratory
and leadership qualities, fealressness and mysterious
adventures, that he had become a legend. They refused to
believe that he died in the plane crash. The famous Red Fort
trial wherein Bose’s generals and the INA officers were tried,
became  landmark events. Initially, the British Government  
thought of  a court-martial, but there was a countrywide protest
against any kind of punishment. For common Indians, Axis
and Allied powers hardly mattered, but they could not tolerate
punishment of fellow countrymen who were fighting for
freedom. The British Government was in no position to face
open rebellion or mutiny and a general amnesty for INA soldiers
was declared.

While Bose’s approach to Indian freedom continues to
generate heated debate in the Indian society today, there is no
denying of  his burning patriotism,  his tireless efforts to free
India from inside and outside and his reckless adventures in
trying to reach his goals.  His exploits later became a legend
due to the many stories carried by the disbanded INA soldiers
who came from every nook and corner of our great country.

Had he lived, Subhas Chandra Bose could have given a new
turn to Independent India’s political history. But he lives on
eternally in the Indian mind, more famous after his death.

Dr. Jyotsna Kamat is a historian living in Bangalore. India’s
freedom struggle is one of her favorite topic

garnered much of the credit for India’s
India’s freedom movement was in fact a
of great leaders with fierce patriotism
entire lives for the nation’s cause. Netaji
on January 23, 1897.

(Copyright © 1996-2004, Kamat’s Potpourri. All Rights Reserved.)
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Seema Jai Kumar
Psychotherapist and Counsellor

n important part of growing up is the
development of the ability to recognize, respond and recover
from stressful situation. Children too suffer from stress. It can
be shown by the feeling of hopelessness and they may cry for
no reason. They may become withdrawn, aggressive or irritable.
They may stop interacting with friends, play truant at school,
or their school performance may go down. They may suffer
from insomnia, loss of appetite and general disinterest.

As the child grows, his environment increase. Most children
come through stress with resilience, while few may seem unable
to bounce back from disappointments and grief that are inherent
part of growing up. It is for the parents to turn such situations
into learning ones and help him/her to recover and be resilient.
While no child can be expected to weather life’s storms without
showing some signs of stress. There are several steps parent
can take to help the young ones to become more resilient and
beat the stress before stress beats them.

When your child is confronted with a problem give time to
figure it out himself- the problem may be as easy as tying a
shoelace or as difficult as a math problem. This will make him/
her feel in charge and will develop their problem solving skills.

When your child comes across a hardship like preparing a
model in short time, try not to ease the load by doing a part of
it yourself. Instead tell him that you are confident of his/her
ability to finish it. This raises a child’s self-esteem.

Teach your child to always look at the brighter side of things.
Show empathy in troubled times but teach the child to appraise
events from a positive perspective.

Take time out to spend with your child and give him a hug even
if you are short of time. The memory of this hug will give him/
her strength and confidence in him/herself and small
frustrations will not end up in stress.

Keep in touch with your child’s feelings. Ask him directly how
he/she feels in any situation. Gently explain the feelings to
him/her.

Lessen the confusions in your child’s mind being consistent
on matters. When parents differ the child feels at lost and gets
confused.

Do not be overambitious for your child. Too much expectations
give stress to your child.

Keep the lines of communications open. As a parent you cannot
save you r child from every difficulty but can offer support and
encouragement.

Encourage him to use relaxation techniques. They may feel
relaxed in walking, drawing, playing etc.

To inculcate resilience in our children we as parents have to be
their role models and show them not to be afraid of adversities
but to face them and confidently overcome them

�������������

To Advertise Please Call  at:

9810241130
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Sunil Kapoor
9810621157, 22544893, 22443304

Contact:

��All types of Motor Vehicle, Car, Scooter
��Mediclaim
��Personal Accident
��Overseas Mediclaim (Videsh Yatra)
�� Shopes & Household
��Fire & Burgalary & other
��General Insurance

UNITED INDIA

Jeevan Anand
Jeevan Pramukh

Jeevan Chaya
Pension & Bima+

other Life &
Saving

Investment
Planes.

��Market Linked Plan
��Smart Kid - for Children
��Save ‘N Products

LIC of
INDIA

ICICI  PRUDENTIAL Life Ins.

G e n e r a l  I n s u r a n c e

United India Insurance Co. Ltd.
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�he passion for dancing could not stop Alpana
Nayak from dancing. A bypass surgery and acute knee problem
could not exhaust her of patience. It was as if all these problems
gave more strength to work harder and reach her goal to
continue dancing and teaching children of special needs.

Born and brought up in the coastal Balasore district of Orissa.
Alpana Nayak began her training in Odissi at the age of seven
at the Nritya Sangeet Kala Mandir, under late Guru Deva Prasad
Das and Guru Sudhakar Sahoo. She gained her Nritya Shree
degree at the age of 13. For the last two decades she has
enriched her Odissi style under Guru Hare Krishna Behera.
She was awarded a fellowship by the Department of Culture.

Alpana successfully experiments with new themes without
disturbing the pure form of the dance. “Odissi has a distinct
style of its own, I have never tried to tamper with the classical

form. My experimentations are only with the themes” says the
danseues.

One of the theme which was applauded by one and all was
“Vichitravarna”, a novel interpretation of woman, portraying
womanhood on embodiment of love, freedom, equality,
procreator, tolerance and destructor through the expressions
of Mohini. Mohini emerged during the great chunning of the
cosmic ocean. She was supernaturally beautiful. Alpana emotes
the immense inner beauty of a woman.

In Mukti, she is an expression of freedom, of salvation a symbol
of change is well as the custodiam of  Values. As Badhu, she is
an embodiment of quality. The Janani depicts woman as
procreator, Kshyama is the forgiveness and as Samhara she
can be as destructive as Kali. “One needs to fight against
prejudices and retrogressive structure” says the dansuse.

Alpana’s one of the passion that gives her strength despite
health problems, is teaching children of special needs at her
school A.L.P.A.N.A. with lot of love, caring and patience she
teaches the children. These children have successfully
performed on the stage. Dancing gives them the many
attributes the overall body co-ordination. The danseus says
that “The children picked the steps fast. One of  the girls rarely
responded while in class but on stage she perfectly matched
steps with others.” She wants to work with children engaged
in rag picking. “Through dance, I want to imbibe in them the
rich cultural values”, she says

Alpana Nayak

Profile
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Genealogical Tree of Lucknow Gharana

�his popular phrase means who tells a story is a
‘Kathak’, or story tellers. The story telling tradition comes
from the temples of North India. It traveled through the royal
courts of Hindu and Muslim rulers and finally reached the
proscenium stage, as one of the foremost classical dance form
of India.

In the history of ‘Kathak’ the contribution of Wahjid Ali Shah,
the last Nawaab of Oudh (Avadh) is particularly significant.
He was himself an accomplished musician and a dancer besides
being a poet of great merit writing in Urdu. The Nawaab was
obsessed with the Raslila and he himself devised an opera,

Parul Mishra
Kathak Teacher

Kalakriti School of Art & Culture

which he called Rahas (Raas). He took part in it along with his
begams and during his rule ‘Kathak’ as a dance form appears
to have reached its Zenith. Developed over the years and
given by father to son the skills, techniques and knowledge of
the art of ‘Kathak’ resulted into two main (school) Gharanas-
Lucknow and Jaipur. The third Gharana-generally known as
Banras Gaharana.

Lucknow Gharana:
The lucknow gharana of Kathak dance developed during the
reign of Asaf-Ud-Daula (1775A.D.) and Wajid Ali Shah (1847-
1856A.D.) Kalka-Bindadin the famous kathak exponents of this
gharana, that their ancestors hailed from ‘Handiya’, a village
in Allahabad district. Kala-Bindadin were two brothers and
masters of every aspects of the dance. Kalka Prasad’s speciality
lay in his mastry of rhythm. Bindadin was gifted with poetic
leanings and was a great composer. Together they shaped the
Lucknow Gharana by the attributes it has came to be known
as Lyrical and Precise. The graceful quality of Kathak was
explored by these two brothers in fantastic manner. Bindadin
was a great devotee of Krishna. Thumri’s, Dadra’s and Bhajans
written by him became part of Kathak in the abhinaya section.
Kalka Prasad was a Tabla player and had specialized in Layakari.
He had three sons viz., Acchan Maharaj, Lacchu Maharaj and
Shambhu Maharaj who were the greatest  contemporary Kathak
exponents in the present century. This three brothers gave a
great contribution in the history of Kathak Dance and now Pt.
Birju Maharaj has given a beautiful shape to Kathak. He has
composed so many Ballets in Kathak (Style) shelly

Ishwari Prasad

Arguji Kharguji Tularanji

Prakashji Dayalji Hiralalji

Mansinghji

Bhairon Prasad

Thakur PrasadjiDurga Prasad

Bindadin Maharaj KalkaMaharaj

Achhan Maharaj Lachhu Maharaj Shambhu Maharaj

Vidyavati Saswati Birju Maharaj Chandravati Kishan Mohan  Ram Mohan

Wife-Parul MishraMunna Shukla

Satish Shukla
Jaikishan Deepak

Wife-Vashwati Mishra
Dtr. Mamta



Natraj Travels & Tours

Air Ticketing
International and
Domestic
Passports
Visa and Foreign Exchange
Reliable Package Tours
(Inbound & Outbound)

Doorstep services available

29, Bharta Complex, Sec-31, Nithari, NOIDA

Mobile: 9811409975

Sanjay Srivastava

Natraj Travels & Tours

Contact:
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B-7, Shop No. 1, Madhu Vihar Market, Gali No. 13,
I.P. Extension,  New Delhi-110092

Mobile: 9213146106

Ashok Sharma

Specialist in:
Imported &
Chemould Frame Paintings,
Jharokas and
Art Gallery

On February 2, 2006 (Thursday)
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Congratulation to all winners of each catagories (Colouring, Drawing & Painting, Art & Craft and Creative Writing) of
Kalakriti’s on the Spot Creative Competition 2005. Organised by Kalakriti Foundation, held on Saturday, 26th November
was a grand success. The competition was followed by cultural programmes by the multi-talented students of Kalakriti
School of Art And Culture (KSAC).
(Due to limited space we are unable to publish the work of all the winners).

KalaShristi�December-January, 2006  13

Prize winning entries

Isha Chabra
Class: Preperatory
Age:   3 years,
59, Shankar Vihar,
Delhi-110092

Akas Suri
Class: VI
Age:   12 years,
32 A, Ram Nagar Extn.,
Krishna Nagar,
Delhi-110051

Nipun Garg
Class: IV
Age:  8 years,
51, Parivar Appts.
I.P. Extn., Delhi-92

Radhika Goel
Class: IInd
Age:   7 years,
C-14, Ashoka Niketan,
Delhi-110092

2nd PRIZE
Age Group: 2-4years

1st PRIZE
Age Group: 5-7years

Kalakriti’s on the Spot Painting Competition 2005

1st PRIZE
Age Group: 8-10years

1st PRIZE
Age Group: 11-13years

The On-the-Spot Creative competition and Spark Cycling Race
organised by Kalakriti Foundation, IPEX, held on Saturday,
26th November was a grand success. The creative competition,
which was divided into five age groups, began at 10am and a
huge number of children and students from various schools
took an active part in it. The competition was followed by
cultural programmes by the multi-talented students of Kalakriti
School of Art And Culture (KSAC). Over 200 children of differ-
ent age groups participated from all over East Delhi. Creative
events like colouring, Drawing, Art and Craft and Creative Writ-
ing took place.

Many eminent personalities like Ramesh Pandit- Chairman
Health Committee MCD, Suresh Bindal, Subhash Gupta,
Vaibhav Vishaal graced the occasion and the panel of judges
included Ram V. Sutar (eminent sculptor), Shyamalamani Iyer

(Deputy editor- DAVP), Neeta and Satyanarayan (eminent
madhubani artist-Bal Bhawan, New Delhi). In a nutshell, the
show was an all-inclusive and overwhelming extravaganza of
talent and the outcome was as encouraging and exciting for
everyone.

The programme reached its crescendo with the cycling race
that was organised in association with the Cycle Association
of Delhi. The race truly thrilled the eager spectators. There
was also free medical camp at the venue, in which parents and
guests consulted renowned Specialists for their different prob-
lems. The event was appreciated by one and all. The guest and
the judges wished that many more creative competition must
be held like this and also wished that children are encouraged
and taken to bigger platforms by the Kalakriti Foundation in
near future.



Just Think!

���elhi suffering from worst cold wave in 70 years.
Schools closed for three days” announced the TV new reader.
“ Wow! Does that mean I don’t have to go to school?” Asked
little Mudit.  “No, but that doesn’t mean you have to lie in bed
all day. “Said his sister, Easha.  “But, its too cold.  Even the TV
news says it’s a cold wave” protested Mudit, snuggling in
bed, even more.  “Grandpa, make him understand” Easha turned
to her grandpa, snoozing in the Easy chair, before the room
heater..  Grandpa opened his eyes reluctantly,. “If you have a
nice hot water bath you’ll feel OK. Only animals hibernate in
winter” “Hibernate!  What’s that?” Asked Easha, interested,
watching happily as Mudit got up reluctantly and went off.
He returned soon after, apparently, having had only a quick
splash in hot water.  “Some Animals go into a deep sleep during
the winter.” Explained Grandpa. “What fun! I wish I was an

animal and could sleep all winter and not go to school” said
Mudit, as he struggled into his woolens.“But for that you
would have to become a bear or a chipmunk and live in the
forest” said Grandpa “You mean bears sleep throughout the
winter?” Asked Easha, feeling extremely curious.  “Yes,” replied
Grandpa, “The animal goes into a deep cave  underground
hole, its body temperature drops and heartbeat and breathing
slows down.”  “How does it eat, then” asked Mudit, as his
mom placed a piping hot parantha in front of  him. “Greedy!
Always thinking about food” teased Easha. “I’m not greedy”
said Mudit, and almost threw the parantha at his sister.
“Animals which hibernate eat a lot of food during the summer
& spring and store it as body fat. They use this fat for energy
while hibernating. Some animals like chipmunks store food like
nuts or acorns to eat later in the winter. And, some animals like
the red fox which eats fruit and insects in spring & summer and
eats small rodents in the winter” explained Grandpa  “What
about other animals and specially birds which do not
hibernate?” Asked Easha. “Some animals & birds migrate to
warmer climates and It return back in summers again…” “I
know.  I have seen some birds which come only in winter to the
lake Park behind our house” Mudit shouted excitedly.
“Monarch butterflies, which spend the summer in Canada &
Northern US migrate to Mexico in winter. Do you know, even
insects like earthworms & beetles protect themselves from the
winter by moving downward into the soil” said Grandpa.  “But
how do these birds & animals know where to go each winter?
Don’t they get lost?” Asked Mudit. ‘They are not kids silly, to
get lost” said Easha. “But that is a interesting question” said
Grandpa, “Birds are like sailors. They migrate using the sun,
moon and stars for direction. They also have a compass in
their brain for using the Earth’s magnetic Field.”  “Wow, may
be I should carry a compass in my brain too, so I can go
anywhere alone” said Mudit, who always wanted to go to his
friends’ houses but  was not allowed because he was too
young.  ‘You are only a kid. You would get lost even inside the
colony” said Easha. Mudit was about the throw the cushion at
his sister, when, fortunately, his friend Aditya called to find
out if  he could come to play.  Mudit ran off and Grandpa
heaved a sigh of  relief and went back to his nap in front of the
heater

A Warm lesson on a Cold Day

Shyamala Mani Iyer
Cell: 9313349635

COURIERS PVT.  LTD.
NOT JUST ANOTHER COURIER COMPANY

(Domestic & International)

Kanak Couriers
Authorised Franchisee

Please Contact:
B-94/9, Charni Chamber Joshi Colony, I.P. Extn.,

Patparganj, New Delhi-110092.
Tel: 22445413, 22515973
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Kirti Design & Print Solutions
130, Chitra Vihar, Near PSK, Vikas Marg, Delhi-110092
Tel: 55276999, 42441175 Mobile: 9810241130
Email: kaaps_4@yahoo.com

We Design and Print
 Saraswati House the trusted

name  for quality educational books presenting
the only book on Art Education based on

CBSC syllabus for class IX and Xth

New

Daryaganj, Near Telephone Office, New Delhi-110002
Phone: 23281022, 23283022, 23243022, 23244022

Fax: 23245011, 23243519
Email: saraswatihouse@hotmail.com

Saraswati House Pvt. Ltd.
Educational Publishers
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We learn to Draw

at Shristi

It’s just like

our family

at Shristi

We learn differently
at Shristi

Kalakriti School of Art & Culture (KSAC)
An Institute Managed by Kalakriti Foundation (Regd.)

A-94, Street No. 6, Madhu Vihar Market, I. P. Extension, Delhi-110092
Tel: 55276999 Cell: 9810241130
Visiting Hours: 9am to 12pm and 4pm to 6pm (Mon - Sat)R

A  P l a y  S c h o o l

Admission Open

We sing and enjoy
at Shristi

While learning A to Z and 1 to 10, we do many
more things like...

We play withour teachersat Shristi

Sunday Open from10am to 12pm

No

Admission

Fee
Managed by:


